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Abstract7

This study examined infants’ enumeration of puppet jumping tasks. In Experiment 1, 5–7-month-old8

infants were familiarized to a puppet jumping two- or three-times, and tested with both numbers of9

jumps. Infants looked significantly longer at the new number, replicating Wynn [Psychol. Sci. 7 (1996)10

164]. To probe further the stability of infants’ ability to enumerate, Experiment 2 varied the rate of11

the jumps during habituation and controlled for rate across test trials. At test, infants showed no12

preference for either event, suggesting that rate changes can overpower infants’ responses to number.13

Experiment 3 explored an alternative explanation to infant’s enumeration, namely discrimination14

based on the amount of time the puppet spent jumping. Infants were familiarized to two or three15

jumps, then tested with alternating displays of either a familiar number of jumps with a novel jump16

time, or a novel number of jumps with the familiar jump time. Infants dishabituated to the display17

that changed in jump time, but not to the display that changed in number. Results suggest that infants’18

looking in event sequences is based on amount of motion, not enumeration. This finding is consistent19

with studies finding perceptual processes behind infants’ supposed precocious numerical abilities.20

© 2004 Published by Elsevier Inc.21
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1. Introduction23

Previous research has found that very young infants react to changes in quantity (e.g.,24

Antell & Keating, 1983; Clearfield & Mix, 2001; Starkey & Cooper, 1980; Starkey, Spelke,25

& Gelman, 1990; Wynn, 1992; Wynn, 1996). Indeed, infants as young as 54 h old have26

demonstrated a response to a change in quantity (e.g.,Antell & Keating, 1983). These27
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results have led researchers to conclude that infants have a sophisticated sense of discrete28

number.29

Infants’ numerical sense has been tested using three methods. The first is visual habitua-30

tion to static displays (e.g.,Antell & Keating, 1983; Starkey & Cooper, 1980; Starkey et al.,31

1990; Strauss & Curtis, 1981). In these studies, infants were repeatedly shown displays32

with a certain number of items (e.g., two dots). After looking time decreased to a set point,33

infants were shown test displays with either the familiar set size or a novel set size (e.g.,34

two versus three dots). Across studies, infants looked longer at the display with the novel35

number of items, suggesting that infants were able to discriminate these displays on the36

basis of number.37

However, it is possible to discriminate the sets based on perceptual variables associated38

with changes in amount, such as contour length or area. The change from the habituation39

displays to the test displays in all the above studies was more than simply adding or taking40

away one dot. There was also a change in the overall amount of black (or color) on the page,41

as well as a change in the amount of edge length. Indeed, when these continuous variables42

were pitted directly against the change in discrete number, infants attended to the change in43

amount (Clearfield & Mix, 1999, 2001; Feigenson, Carey, & Spelke, 2002). For example,44

Clearfield and Mix (1999)habituated infants to two or three squares of the same size. At45

test, infants saw two alternating displays—one with the familiar number but a change in46

overall amount (based on total contour length, area, or both), and one with a novel number47

but the same overall amount as the habituation trials. Importantly, the amount change was48

the same as if there had been the addition or subtraction of a square. The key finding was that49

infants looked significantly longer at the change in amount, but not the change in number,50

regardless of which aspect of amount was manipulated. This suggests that when infants51

dishabituated in previous studies, their responses were based on overall amount.52

The second method used to explore infants’ numerical abilities is based on the possible53

versus impossible event paradigm (Simon, Hespos, & Rochat, 1995; Wynn, 1992). In these54

experiments, infants were shown simple addition and subtraction problems using dolls.55

Five-month-old infants watched as one puppet was placed behind a screen and then a second56

puppet was placed behind the same screen, after which the screen was lowered to reveal57

either one or two puppets. Infants looked longer at the incorrect solution, leading Wynn to58

conclude that infants can add and subtract small numbers. However,Feigenson et al. (2002)59

questioned whether infants attended to the change in volume (i.e., amount of doll), rather60

than the change in number. They used Wynn’s procedure but manipulated the size of the61

puppets to control for volume. In one experiment, after watching two small puppets being62

placed behind a screen, infants saw either one large puppet (same volume) or two large63

puppets (same number). Infants looked longer toward the unexpected change in volume,64

not the change in number. Thus, as inClearfield and Mix’s (1999)habituation study, infants65

appeared to use overall amount instead of number in calculation tasks. Moreover, recent66

studies indicate that infants’ looking patterns on these addition tasks may be a result of67

familiarization effects (Cohen & Marks, 2002; Clearfield & Westfahl, in press).68

Thus, using two very different methodologies to assess infants’ numerical understanding,69

infants’ behavior in both was based on perceptual variables. However, the third method70

used to assess infants’ numerical sense does not involve changes in quantity like those71

described above. Instead, infants are asked to enumerate event sequences. In the first study to72
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explore this,Wynn (1996)habituated infants to a puppet jumping either two- or three-times73

with a pause between jumps. The rate and duration of the jump sequences were varied74

so that infants couldn’t base discriminations on those variables. At test, infants saw two75

alternating sequences of the puppet jumping two- and three-times. She found that infants76

looked significantly longer at the novel number of jumps, whether there was a pause between77

jumps or not. This finding was extended to include different combinations of movements,78

such as jumps and falls (Sharon & Wynn, 1998).79

This appears to be strong evidence for infants’ ability to enumerate the number of puppet80

jumps. Thus, it is critical that this result be replicated, which was the goal of Experiment81

1. Further, given that this finding is one of the few remaining findings pointing to early82

mathematical knowledge, it is important that the limits of the knowledge be tested. To that83

end, the goal of Experiment 2 was to probe the robustness of infants’ ability to enumerate84

by varying rate across the habituation trials (within the same number of jumps). If infants’85

ability to enumerate is robust, they should be able to extract number from the jumping86

patterns even across rate changes.87

Experiment 3 tests an alternative hypothesis to infants’ mathematical knowledge as an88

explanation forWynn’s (1996)results. One critical difference between a puppet jumping89

two-times and puppet jumping three-times is the amount of time the puppet spends in90

motion. InWynn’s (1996)experiments, the rate of the puppet jumping was the same; each91

puppet jump lasted 1 s:1/2 s jumping up, and 1/2 s coming down. After an infant was92

habituated to two jumps (with the puppet spending two full seconds in motion), the infants93

then saw either two jumps with a new rate or duration but still the same 2 s of motion, or94

three jumps, where the puppet now spent 3 s in motion. Thus, infants could have based their95

discriminations on the amount of time the puppet was in motion.96

Indeed, motion is well-known to be highly salient to infants. Even newborn infants under97

15 h old prefer to look at a moving stimulus compared to an identical stationary stimulus98

(McKenzie & Day, 1976; Slater, Morison, Town, & Rose, 1985for 2–4-month-old infants).99

Infants can also discriminate changes in patterns of motion (e.g.,Bogartz, Shinskey, &100

Schilling, 2000; Cashon & Cohen, 2000). One classic example is based onBaillargeon’s101

(1987)studies of 8-month-old infants’ perception of object permanence. In this paradigm,102

infants are familiarized to a screen rotating either 180 or 112◦ and then shown alternating103

test trials where the screen rotates to both angles, either with or without a box placed in the104

path of the screen’s rotation. Infants looked longer at perceptually novel displays, including105

changes in the angle of rotation of the screen. Leaving aside the implications of the results106

for the debate on object permanence, the critical point here is that infants were able to107

distinguish angles of rotation, lending further support to the salience of motion.108

Beyond preferences for motion and the ability to discriminate slight differences in patterns109

of motion, infants as young as 3 months of age have been shown to remember specific110

patterns of motion (Bahrick & Pickens, 1995). In this study, after infants were familiarized111

to an object moving in either a familiar or novel motion pattern, they were assessed for112

visual preferences for the patterns of motion at varying time intervals. Infants demonstrated113

significant visual preferences for the familiar motion after 1 and 3 months. This suggests114

that not only do infants attend to patterns of motion, but that motion is such a salient115

characteristic that infants retain it in long-term memory. Indeed, research on infants’ visual116

system has identified specific cells in the visual system that respond to movement (e.g.,117
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Dobkins & Teller, 1996; Hamer & Norcia, 1994). Interestingly, these cells undergo very118

little development over the course of the first year of life. Indeed, the pattern of results from119

3-month-old infants with respect to how quickly the cells responded to motion and how120

much change was necessary to evoke a response did not differ from the patterns of adults121

(Dobkins & Teller, 1996). Thus, these motion detectors are highly advanced, even in very122

young infants.123

The purpose of the present study was to probe the limits of infants’ enumeration, and to124

test whether infants base their discriminations of dynamic jumping events on the number125

of jumps or the amount of time spent jumping. This is a critical issue, because in theory,126

all the different methods should produce similar results if infants can indeed enumerate.127

That is, infants should show signs of enumeration whether in a discrimination task, addition128

task, or enumeration task. The fact that two of the methods have already converged on129

an alternative perceptual explanation raises questions about the remaining methodology.130

Thus, it is critical to replicate and extend the few findings that demonstrate enumeration in131

dynamic events. Experiment 1 was a simple replication ofWynn’s (1996)original results,132

which was required in order to assess the reliability of the finding, as well as the procedure.133

In Experiment 2, rate was varied across the habituation trials (within the same number of134

jumps) as a further test of infants’ ability to enumerate. In Experiment 3, the amount of time135

the puppet spent in motion was pitted against number of jumps to determine whether amount136

of motion was the underlying basis of infants’ discrimination in the enumeration task.137

2. Experiment 1138

2.1. Method139

2.1.1. Participants140

Sixteen 5–7-month-old infants (8 males, 8 females;M = 6.39 months, range: 5.5–7.6141

months) participated in this study. There was no attrition. Infants were recruited through142

local published birth announcements, and then contacted by mail. All participants received143

a small gift for participating.144

2.1.2. Design145

The design of this experiment was identical to the design ofWynn (1996). Infants were146

habituated to either two or three puppet jumps. Then, infants were presented with four test147

trials in which the puppet alternately jumped two- and three-times. The order of the test148

displays was counterbalanced across infants. Half the infants within each habituation and149

order group saw test trials controlled for tempo, and the other half saw test trials controlled150

for overall duration.Fig. 1 shows the breakdown of each condition by number of jumps,151

timing controls, and overall tempo and duration of the jump sequence.152

2.1.3. Apparatus153

Infants sat in an infant seat located 60 cm from the display in a small quiet room sur-154

rounded by black curtains. Infants faced a wooden stage (61 cm× 36 cm), lit by a fluorescent155

tube light on the top of the stage. A curtain was attached to the top of the stage to make the156
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Fig. 1. Structure of jump sequences in Experiment 1 (replication ofWynn, 1996). Black bars depict time spent
jumping, and the gray depicts the time when the puppet was stationary. (A) and (B) show the two possible sequences
for habituating to two jumps; (C) and (D) show the sequences for three jumps. Conditions (A) and (C) control for
duration (note that both test sequences differ in overall duration from the habituation sequence), while conditions
(B) and (D) control for rate (note that both test sequences have the same inter-jump-interval). Note too that all
jumps lasted 1 s (1/2 s up, 1/2 s down).

stage visible or hidden to the infant. One experimenter performed the puppet show while157

a second experimenter recorded looking time on a computer. The computer program tab-158

ulated looking times for the first three trials, and then used a moving window to compare159

each successive set of three trials until looking time decreased by half. The computer then160

signaled the first experimenter to begin the test trials. The experimenter recording looking161
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time was unable to tell what displays were being presented. A visual metronome was used162

to keep time (a light flashed the timing), and soft classical music played in the background.163

2.1.4. Procedure164

Infants were seated in their parent’s lap facing the display. Parents were instructed not165

to speak to or interact with their infants during the experiment. Prior to the experiment,166

infants were given the puppet to play with for a minute. Infants were then shown the stage167

by a black-gloved hand patting the floor and walls of the stage. On habituation trials, the168

curtain was raised to reveal the stationary puppet. After a 1 s pause, the puppet began the169

jumping sequence, measuring time and tempo with a metronome. Infants’ looking time was170

recorded beginning 1/2 s after the puppet stopped jumping, and was thus recorded while the171

puppet was still. Looking time commenced as soon as the infant first fixated on the display172

once it stopped jumping, identical toWynn (1996). Each trial consisted of one jumping173

sequence, and lasted for 10 s. The curtain was then lowered for 11/2 s, and then was raised174

again to begin the next trial. Infants saw one instantiation of the jumping event during each175

habituation trial. Infants were presented with a maximum of 16 habituation trials. Infants176

were shown habituation displays until the average looking time for three consecutive trials177

was half of the average looking time for the first three habituation trials. After infants were178

habituated, they received a 40 s break, during which time they were faced away from the179

display and allowed to interact with a parent, followingWynn (1996). Infants were then180

shown the four alternating test trials.181

2.1.5. Coding and reliability182

In order to test the reliability of the on-line coder, a second coder who was blind to183

the experimental conditions measured looking time from 20% of the videotaped sessions.184

Inter-rater agreement was high (r2 = 0.92), so the on-line recordings were used in all185

subsequent analyses.186

2.2. Results and discussion187

A summary of the average looking times for the test trials is presented inFig. 2. As188

shown in the figure, infants looked longer at the new number (M = 3.177 s) than the fa-189

miliar number (M = 1.193 s). A mixed repeated measures analysis of variance was con-190

ducted, with number of jumps during habituation, sex, and control condition (tempo or191

duration) as between-subjects factors and trial kind (familiar or new number of jumps) as192

the within-subjects factor. There was a main effect for trial kind type, with longer looking193

times for the new number than the familiar number (F(3,12)= 5.875,P < 0.05). There194

were no other effects or interactions.195

In order to determine whether infants dishabituated to either of the test displays, paired196

t-tests were conducted between the last habituation trial and the first of each type of test trial.197

Both t-tests revealed a significant difference in looking time, with infants looking longer at198

the familiar number (t(15)= 2.64,P < 0.05) compared to the last habituation trial, as well as199

the novel number (t(15)= 4.96,P < 0.05). The significance of this will be discussed below.200

Thus, infants detected a change between the habituation and test displays, and looked201

longer at the display that changed in number, rather than tempo or duration. These results202
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Fig. 2. Mean looking times on the test trials for Experiment 1.

replicate those reported byWynn (1996), thus indicating the reliability of the original203

finding. Importantly, this result also indicates that the procedure used in the present study is204

similar enough, if not identical, to that used byWynn (1996). Thus, any further manipulations205

should be comparable.206

3. Experiment 2207

Wynn’s interpretation of these results is that infants can enumerate event sequences.208

According toWynn (1996), they are able to attend to number even across changes in rate209

or duration. Thus, if her interpretation is correct, changes in rate during the habituation210

trials should not interfere with infants’ ability to discriminate based on number during the211

test trials. That is, if infants are truly able to extract number from the puppet jumping212

displays, varying the rate of the jumps during familiarization should not make a difference.213

Experiment 2 tested this hypothesis by varying the rate of the jumps, but not the number,214

during familiarization. At test, infants saw both the familiar and novel number of jumps,215

both with a new rate from the familiarization trials, but the same as each other. If infants’216

enumeration is based on the change in number, regardless of the change in rate, then infants217

should look longer at the novel number in the test trials.218

3.1. Method219

3.1.1. Participants220

An additional 24 5–7-month-old infants (12 males, 12 females,M = 5.56 months, range:221

4.97–6.57 months) participated. Data from an additional five infants were not included due222

to a change in procedure. Infants were recruited through local birth announcements and223

contacted by mail. All infants received a small gift for participating.224
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3.1.2. Design225

Infants were randomly assigned to a familiarization condition (two jumps or three jumps;226

12 infants in each, counterbalanced for sex). Within each condition, infants were assigned227

to 1 of 2 random orders for the rate of the habituation trials. Infants were habituated to the228

puppet jumping in 1 s regular beats (1/2 s up, 1/2 s down) with no pause between jumps,229

1/2 s between jumps, and 11/2 s between jumps (seeFig. 3). These three difference rates230

were presented in random order throughout the familiarization trials. Then, infants were231

presented with four test trials in which the puppet alternately jumped two- and three-times.232

The test jumps were the same length, but both had 1 s between jumps. Thus, both test trials233

had a new rate from the habituation trials, but the same as each other. The order of the test234

displays was counterbalanced across infants.235

Fig. 3. Structure of jump sequences in Experiment 2. Black bars represent jumps, and the gray represents the time
when the puppet was stationary. (A) depicts the possible jump sequences for two jumps, while (B) shows the
sequences for three jumps. Note that infants in each condition saw all three sequences, presented in one of two
random orders. All infants saw the same alternating test trials, counterbalanced for order of presentation.
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3.1.3. Apparatus and procedure236

The apparatus was the same as Experiment 1. The only difference in procedure was that237

infants were shown 16 familiarization trials before the test trials. Familiarization was used238

in this paradigm as opposed to habituation because habituation is difficult when varying239

perceptual variables within dynamic displays (e.g.,Feigenson et al., 2002).240

3.1.4. Coding and reliability241

Again, a second coder blind to the experimental conditions measured looking time from242

20% of the videotaped sessions to test the reliability of the on-line coder. Inter-rater agree-243

ment was high (r2 = 0.93), so the on-line recordings were used in all subsequent analyses.244

3.2. Results and discussion245

On the test trials, infants showed no preference for either event (1.86 s to the novel number246

compared to 2.64 s to the familiar number), as revealed by a 2(habituation: 2 or 3 jumps)×247

2(control condition: tempo or duration)× 2(trial kind: familiar or new number of jumps)248

ANOVA (F(2,20)= 0.452, n.s.) (seeFig. 4). According toFig. 4, infants appear to look249

longer at the familiar number, although it did not reach statistical significance. However, the250

individual data show that eleven of the 24 infants show this pattern, while the other 13 look251

slightly longer at the novel number. Moreover, the average amount of difference between252

the two test trials was less than 1 s. These data suggest that there is really is no preference,253

and this result is not due to a lack of power or not enough subjects.254

This result calls into questionWynn’s (1996)assertion that infants enumerate. Indeed, in255

this experiment, they did not. Varying the rate over the course of the familiarization trials256

did not lead infants to respond on the basis of number. Rather, this experiment demonstrated257

that even after 16 familiarization trials to a particular number, infants still did not respond to258

a change in number. Instead, changing the rate for the test trials resulted in infants’ looking259
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Fig. 4. Mean looking times on the test trials for Experiment 2.
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equally at both the novel and familiar number. This is critical because the rate of the jump260

sequence was the same for both test trials. The only factor that differed between the two261

test trials was number, and infants still did not attend to it.262

Interestingly, pairedt-tests revealed that infants looked significantly longer at both the263

familiar number (t(23) = 2.205,P < 0.05) and the novel number (t(23) = 2.483,P <264

0.05) compared to the last familiarization trial. This suggests that the rate of the jump-265

ing was the critical factor, since that changed for both test trials. If infants had encoded266

number, they should have looked significantly longer at the novel number only. Moreover,267

if the display was so complicated that the infants hadn’t finished encoding it, then they268

should have looked significantly longer at the familiar number (Schilling, 2000). And if269

some infants were finished encoding, and others were not, then there should not have been270

any difference at all compared to the last familiarization trial. The fact that there was a271

significant increase based on a change in the rate indicates that rate is a highly salient272

factor.273

Indeed, most of the infants (18 of 24) in this experiment did not reach the criterion for274

habituation. That is, looking time over the course of the familiarization trials did decrease,275

but not to the standard 50% of the first three trials. This is a highly striking finding, in light276

of the claims made about infants’ enumeration abilities. If infants are really able to extract277

two from a puppet jumping two-times, they should be able to do so even when the pauses278

in between jumps change slightly. The fact that they do not even habituate to that, nor look279

longer at a change in number after 16 exposures to a different number, suggests that the rate280

is itself salient.281

This is reinforced by the fact that in Experiment 1, infants dishabituated to both test282

displays. Looking at the details of the displays themselves reveals why this finding is283

important. For all conditions, the test trial where number remained the same was necessarily284

a change in rate. And recall that infants dishabituated to both test displays in Experiment285

1, even though they looked longer at the display that changed in number. Hence, rate itself286

must be one of the features to which infants attend.287

But of course,Wynn (1996)controlled for rate in a way that rules it out as the sole288

explanation for all of the findings, although it may explain some of the results. So what the289

present experiment shows is that: (1) rate is a salient factor in infants’ discrimination of290

dynamic events, and (2) infants’ enumeration appears to be fragile and easily disrupted by291

changes in rate. The question that remains is: on what basis or bases did infants discriminate292

in the test trials which differed in number but not in rate? The results from Experiment 2293

suggest that the answer is not number. An alternative, namely the amount of time spent in294

motion, is tested in Experiment 3.295

4. Experiment 3296

As a first step in determining another factor that might underlie infants’ looking behavior297

in this task, a close examination of the jumping sequence is required. Looking closely at298

Fig. 1, it appears that there is another variable that is correlated with changes in number, i.e.,299

amount of motion. The length of the puppet jumps was identical across all trials (1 s total).300

Therefore, adding an extra jump increases the time that the puppet is in motion. Conversely,301

COGDEV 155 1–16
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Fig. 5. Structure of jump sequences in Experiment 3. Black bars depict jumps, and the gray represents the time
when the puppet was stationary. Note that all the jumps during habituation lasted 1 s (1/2 s up, 1/2 s down) with
a 1/2 s pause, just as in Experiment 1 andWynn (1996). During the test trials, infants were presented with two
jumps where each one lasted 1 1/2 s (3/4 s up, 3/4 s down) and three jumps where each one lasted 2/3 s (1/3 s
up, 1/3 s down). Note that the order of the test trials was counterbalanced across infants.

eliminating a jump decreases the amount of time the puppet is in motion. This is critical302

because the rest of the display is static and boring. When the puppet is not moving, it is303

sitting on a black stage, in a room surrounded by black curtains, with nothing else to look304

at except for the motionless puppet. The only interesting event in the testing session is the305

jumping motion of the puppet. And as described above, it is well-known that motion tends306

to capture infants’ attention.307

Returning toWynn’s (1996)study and Experiment 1 here, it is possible that increasing or308

decreasing the amount of time that the puppet spends jumping is enough to capture infants’309

attention. Moreover, it is possible that it is this increase, and not the increase in number,310

that resulted in infants’ discriminations. Experiment 3 tested this possibility by habituating311

infants to two or three puppet jumps, and then presenting two alternating test displays. In one312

display, the number of jumps was familiar, but the amount of time the puppet was in motion313

varied, such that it equaled the amount of motion there would have been had we added314

or subtracted a jump (seeFig. 5). In the other test display, the number of jumps changed315

but the total amount of jumping time was exactly the same as it was in the habituation316

trials. If infants attend to amount of time spent jumping, they should dishabituate to the317

familiar number/different amount of jumping display. If they attend to number, they should318

dishabituate to the different number/familiar amount of jumping display.319

4.1. Method320

4.1.1. Subjects321

Subjects were 16 healthy, full-term babies (8 females, 8 males) 6–8 months of age (mean:322

6.9 months, range: 6 – 7.8). One additional infant was excluded due to fussiness. Infants were323

recruited through local birth announcements and were given a small gift for participating.324

COGDEV 155 1–16
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4.1.2. Design325

Half the infants were habituated to two 1 s jumps and half were habituated to three 1 s326

jumps. For the habituation trials, all jumps were 1 s long, identical toWynn (1996)and327

Experiment 1. Following the habituation trials, infants were presented with six test trials328

that alternated between number and amount of jumping motion. Half the infants in each329

group saw the display differing in number first, and half saw the display differing in jump330

length first. Equal numbers of boys and girls participated in each condition.331

For the test trials, the jumping length was determined by the amount of jump time there332

would have been had we added or subtracted a jump. Thus, the test trials alternated between333

two 11/2 s jumps (for a total of 3 s, just as if we had added a 3rd 1 s jump; note that is also334

identical to the 3 s of jump time that infants who were habituated to three jumps saw) and335

three 2/3 s jumps (for a total of 2 s). The same alternating test trials were used for both336

conditions (i.e., habituated to two or three jumps). For infants habituated to three 1 s jumps,337

the test trials alternated between two 11/2 s jumps (for a total of 3 s, so different number,338

same time spent jumping) and three jumps lasting 2/3rds of a second each (same number339

of jumps, only 2 s total jumping time). The change in duration for this kind of test trial340

was controlled by increasing the length of the pauses in between jumps (seeFig. 5). Thus,341

duration of the event display was controlled across habituation and test trials, and rate was342

kept constant. The speed of the jumps was controlled, so that the height varied slightly.343

4.1.3. Apparatus and procedure344

The apparatus and procedure were the same as Experiment 1.345

4.1.4. Coding and reliability346

In order to test the reliability of the on-line coder, a second coder blind to the experi-347

mental conditions measured looking time from 20% of the videotaped sessions. Inter-rater348

agreement was high (r2 = 0.92), so the on-line recordings were used in all subsequent349

analyses.350

4.2. Results and discussion351

A summary of the average looking times on the test trials is presented inFig. 6. As shown352

in the figure, infants looked longer at the change in jump time with the familiar number of353

jumps (M = 2.56 s) compared to the new number with the familiar amount of jump time (M354

= 1.07 s). A mixed repeated measures analysis of variance was conducted, with number of355

jumps during habituation, which test trial the infant saw first, and trial pair (infants were356

presented with six alternating test trials; trial pair 1 consisted of the first presentation of the357

familiar number and the novel number) as between-subjects factors and trial kind (familiar358

or novel number of jumps) as the within-subjects factor. There was a main effect for trial359

kind, with longer looking times for the new jump time/familiar number than the familiar360

jump time/novel number (F(2,23)= 28.179,P < 0.0001). There were no other effects or361

interactions.362

Thus, infants based their discrimination on changes in jump time, not changes in number.363

When number remained constant and only the amount of time the puppet spent in mo-364

tion changed, infants looked significantly longer, compared to when the jump time stayed365
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Fig. 6. Mean looking times on the test trials for Experiment 3.

the same and number changed. This is remarkable, given that the change in jump time366

seems minor. This suggests that amount of motion is a more salient variable to infants than367

number.368

5. General discussion369

The present studies explored whether an experiment that had been taken as evidence of370

enumeration in very young infants might instead reflect sensitivity to a perceptual dimension371

of the display. Experiment 1 replicated the original finding that infants look longer at a novel372

number of jumps when rate and duration are controlled. In an attempt to probe the stability of373

infants’ enumeration, infants in Experiment 2 were presented with familiarization displays374

that varied in rate within the same number of jumps. However, there was no evidence that375

infants responded to a change in number of jumps, but they did respond to the change in the376

rate. In Experiment 3, amount of time the puppet spent moving was pitted directly against377

number. Here, infants looked significantly longer at the change in jump time, not the change378

in number.379

The attention to rate evidenced by Experiment 2 is consistent with numerous studies380

demonstrating that infants, and even newborns, are highly sensitive to rhythm or rate (e.g.,381

Dermany, McKenzie, & Vurpillot, 1977; Gibson, 1969). The present results are also con-382

sistent with the proposal that people and non-human animals can represent quantities in383

terms of temporal pattern matching or “rhythmic subitizing” (Davis & Perusse, 1988;384

vonGlasersfeld, 1982). At the very least, this finding raises questions about the robust-385

ness of infants’ abilities to enumerate. If slight changes to the rate during familiarization386
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are enough to override sensitivity to number, this suggests that that sensitivity may not be387

very strong.388

As noted above,Wynn (1996)did control for some changes in rate, so this finding does not389

explain away the original result. However, in every condition in the original experiment (and390

Experiment 1 here), the test display with the same number of jumps was always a change in391

rate, in order to control for duration. This might explain why infants dishabituated to both392

test displays. The display with the same number of jumps changed in rate, while the display393

with a novel number of jumps changed in amount of time spent jumping.394

Indeed, the results from Experiment 3 suggest that the amount of jump time is a highly395

salient cue, salient enough to override number, and possibly changes in rate. The fact that396

infants did not respond to the change in number in Experiment 3 is striking. If infants are397

really encoding “2” things or “3” things, as has been argued previously (e.g.,Wynn, 1996),398

they should generalize to the same number of things even when the “things” differ slightly.399

The difference in the jump times was small: 1 s per jump in habituation compared to 2/3400

of a second per jump, or 11/2 s per jump. And yet, infants were highly sensitive to these401

slight changes to it, compared to a change in the number of jumps. The findings from all402

the experiments together suggest a hierarchy of discriminative cues, with amount of motion403

being more salient than rate. This does not mean that infant can’t, under any circumstances,404

enumerate. However, the present data do suggest that perceptual cues, such as rate and405

motion, are more salient to infants than number, and further, that these cues may explain406

earlier findings previously attributed to enumeration (i.e.,Wynn, 1996).407

This finding adds to a growing literature reporting alternative explanations for infants’408

supposed precocious numerical abilities. It is now clear that early research habituating409

infants to static numerical visual displays did not demonstrate sensitivity to number, as410

previously thought (e.g.,Antell & Keating, 1983), but rather, sensitivity to continuous411

amount (e.g.,Clearfield & Mix, 1999, 2001). Similarly, perceptual effects such as continuous412

amount and familiarization have also been found to underlie infants’ responses in calculation413

tasks (Clearfield & Westfahl, in press; Feigenson et al., 2002).414

Moreover, studies looking for evidence of enumeration of events using intermodal match-415

ing tasks have produced mixed results at best.Starkey et al. (1990)presented infants with416

visual displays of two or three objects while they heard either two or three drumbeats. In-417

fants looked longer toward the display that matched the number of beats, leadingStarkey418

et al. (1990)to conclude that infants cannot only count the number of dots and the number of419

drumbeats, but relate those to each other on the basis of number. However, later studies have420

challenged this conclusion. Attempts to replicate Starkey et al.’s finding have failed; two421

replication attempts reported that infants actually looked longer at the display that did not422

match the number of drum beats (Mix, Levine, & Huttenlocher, 1997; Moore, Benenson,423

Reznick, Peterson, & Kagan, 1987). Moreover,Mix et al. (1997)found that infants do not424

look longer at the matching display when the rate and duration of the drumbeat sequences425

is varied randomly. Thus, infants in the previous experiments may not have been matching426

on the basis of number.427

Taken as a whole, these studies call on researchers to explore fully the contributions of428

perceptual variables in infant looking data. This is especially critical in studies where the429

results from looking tasks are used to support arguments for higher-level abstract thought430

in infants. This argument is based on the premise that researchers can define the essence of431
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some core knowledge structure, eliminate all the perceptual or task variables that could limit432

use of that knowledge, and determine if infants truly possess the core knowledge. However,433

there is now mounting evidence, at least with respect to infants’ sensitivity to number, that434

this simply does not work. The perceptual variables can never be stripped away because the435

tasks used are necessarily perceptual tasks. Researchers have generally assumed that looking436

does not have performance limitations or preferences. However, perceptual preferences437

exist based on the physical structure of the visual system (e.g.,Hubel & Weisel, 1962). The438

present results highlight the importance of considering looking preferences as a component439

of experimental tasks, not just as the outcome measure.440
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